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PnciIes of Combat Utilization of Atomic,
Eeevy Rocket, and Missile Artillery in an

O'fensive Operation of en Army

The extersliv de-elopment of atomic weapons and means of using
them, the increase in the power and range of modern means of destruction,
together with the complete motorization and mechanization of troops,
have resulted in drasti:- changes in both the nature and methods of
organizing and conducting a modern offensive operation.

The utilization of atomic weapons in an operation sakes it
possible to develop it at high tempos and obtain decisive results
in a shorter period. At the cmc time the zones of operations of
troops are becoming wider.

The missions of troops in an operation and their methods of
operations are determined not only by the goals of the operation,
but a.so by the nature of the enemy's defense and the methods of
operation of his troops in defense.

Defense, in the view of our probable enemies, will be
established in different ways, often in greater depth than heretofore
and in wider zones, with a considerable reciprocal distance between
defense zones and positions. Troops in defense are dispersed both
along the front and in depth, so the min forces very often will
be located in the depth of the dfenase.

For Instance, according to variants being worked out by the
U.S. Army, the depth of the first zone of defense my reach 16-32 kme,
and the depth of the whole tactical zone - 50-70 kms, with a
corresponding increase in the depth Jf disposition of the reserves.

At the same time, reserves my be located in concentration areas
outside the defeuse positions in readiness for counterattacks (a
co-nterstrike) or for taking up defense in prepared zones (positions).

The enemy's artillery means of atomic attack, including missile
launchers of the "Honest John", "Corporal" and "Redstone" types are
echeloned in depth from 8-10 kns up to 100-120 kms.

On analyzing such defense, it my be concluded that it is based
minly on destroying an attacking enemy with atomic strikes followed
by powerful counterattacks and counterstrikes.

It follows from this, that in ordek to .nsure the carrying out
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of the tasks of an army in an offensive operation, it is essential
to neutralize the enemy throughout the depth of his disposition, and
first of al- his means of atomic attack and armored troops, which are
the foundation of counteratrike (counterattack) groupings.

The development and introduction of atomic, heavy rocket, and
missile artillery permit this problem to be solved both during the
period of artillery preparation for the assault and offensive and
during the course of an offensive operation.

Atomic, heavy rocket, azql missile artillery, armed with artillery
systems of various ranges of fire and missiles with special and
conventiomal charges, is capable of striking at enemy objectives
located both in the immediate vicinity of our troops and in considereble
depth.

The introduction into the cowposition of the artillery of new
types equipped with atmic ammition increases considerably its fire
capabilities and raises its role in an gperation to a still greater
extent. Artillery Is becomiri rdie d delivering mass atcmic strikes
and causing dmcisive defeat of the enezy in a -short time by its fire,
which ensures high speeds of an offensive and assures the troops
of an army of attaining the goals of an operation in the shortest
possible period of time.

In order to use these uev artillery capabilities fully and
effectively, it is essential for their operation to be correctly
organized and supported in conformity with tte decision of the
combined-arms comander and with the missions of the artillery in
the operation.

The organization of cCabut operations of artillery, especially
that of atomic, heavy rocket, and iissile artillery, in an offensive
operation is a great, complicated and truly crea tive function of
artillery comm nders and staffs.

,An especially complicated and resposible pert of the work of
artillery commanders and staffs is the immediate organization and
carrying out by the artillery of atomic strikes.

Undoubtedly this work can be successful only if the technology
of the new types of artillery, its comba* capabilities, and methods
of combat employment are thoroughly understood.

The present article deals with scme basic principles of organizing
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the combat utilization of atomic, heavy rocket, and missile artillery
during an offensive operation of an army. The aim of the article is
to explain the method of wrkofartillery ccmmnders (ccu.anding officers)
and staffs and to bring out baic date on which they should rely when
plannin& and organizing tLe combat utilization of artillery.

Missions of Atomic, Heavy Rocketand Missile
Artiller, in an Offensive Operation of an Army

In an offensive operation of an army the atomic, heavy rocket,
and missile artillery my accomplish the folloving missions,
destruction of enemy means of stomic attack, enemy storage depots and
assembly shops for atomic ammnition, combat with his artillery and
radar facilitit destruction and neutralization of manpower and
fire means located in defensive positions (zones); destruction of
reserves in concentration areas when they are being moved up for a
counterattack (counterstrike) and at lines of deployment; destruction
(neutralization) of enemy aircraft on airfields, and the disruption
of the control of troops and of the work of the enemy rear.

During the course of the operation it may also support by ita
fire the ccmitment into battle of second echelons and reserves, the
rapid forcing by troops of water lines from the arch, the operaticns
of troops during the encirclement and destruction of enemy groupings,
and support the combat operations of airborne landing forces.

The min cbjectivea for destruction by atomic and heavy rocket
artillery may be the enemy's means of atomic attack and artillery,
manpower and fire means in battalion centers and company de'ense areas,
divisional reserves, coamand poets of divisions of the first echelon,
radar centers and counterattack and counterstrike groupings of the
enemy.

Heavy rocket artillery of type III may also be called uporn for
striking at corps reserves, corps comand posts, depots and assembly
shops for atomic ammunition, and the nearest airfields and objectives
of the rear.

The most typical missions of missile artillery will be the
destruction of long-range means of atomic attack, atcmic anmmnition
depots and assembly bases located in the deep rear, the destruction
(neutralization) of operatiorl reserves in concentration areas and
in loading and unicading places, of ctmeand posts of operational
formations, destruction (neutralization or immobilization) of rail
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centers and railheads, seaports, and other installations of the operational
rear.

During the period of preparator, for an operation, atomic, heavy'
rocket, and missile artillery my carry out the mission of pro/iding
cover for the concentration, moving up, and deployment of troops of
an army by destroying the means of atcnic attack and artillery of
the enemy. During that period the most important mission of the
artillery will be its participation in the frustration of possible
enemy counter-preparation.

Eeavy rocket and missile artillei? nay carry out missions with
warheads both with special and with conventiooal charges.

It should be borne in mind that when heavy rocket and missile
artillery uses emmunition with conventio-el charges, it is not
advisable to assign it the task of destroying an objective, asb this
would require a considerable expenditure of ammunition and of time,
especially when firing nt concealed targets.

Nevertheless, a asas and timely prepared fire by shells (aissiles)
with convention'a charges ray be very effective, especially when
firing at persotel and equipment located in the open. It is advisable,
and in any cases even necessary, to use these shells (missiles) to
destroy the enemy's means of atcodc attack, for instance, when it is
not possible to neut alize them with atCoic strikes.

'he fire of heavy rocket and missile artillery with warheads
with conventional charges on deeply located objectives acquires
importance in circumstances when the operations of our aircraft are
hampered by a well-organized enemy antiaircraft defense and artillery
is in fact the only mean: of neutralizing the depth of the enemy's
defense on behalf of the troops of the army and of neutralizing the
means of antiaircraft defense on behalf of friendly aircraft.

When allocating missions (objectives for destruction) among
atomic, heavy rocket, and missile artillery it is essential to take
into account the exact tactical-technical characteristics of the systems
(projectiles) of each of these types of artillery. In this, of de-
termining significance will be the range of fire, dispersion characteristics,
the yield of the atomic projectile available for a given system, and
the time needed for preparing to open fire.

During the course of an operation great ignificance is acquired
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by the capacity of each type of artillery for nneuver and the time
for preparing to open fire from new fire positions.

As it stands, tube atmic artillery possesses the greatest
accuracy, but a relatively short range of fire, and needs less time
to get ready to open fire (provided an atomic shell has been prepared
beforehand and is available at. the position or in the innediate
vicinity). For thic reasor. it should be used primarily for the
destruction of enemy installatiooloceted near our troops and
objectives of snall size.

Heavy rocket artillery is not as accurate and to a certain degree
not as. quick in getting ready to open flie as tube artillery, but it
surpasses it in range of fire, which gives it the ability to destroy
the enemy throughout the tactical depth of the defense.

Missile artJ)lery has a long range of fire and is capable of
striking at the enemy throughout the depth not only of an army, but
also of a front offer.sive operation. When determining its mission
it is essential to take into account the ccmparatively high dispersion
of missiles and their low waximum rate of fire.

A Brief Characterization of Probable 'argets
for Atomic, Heavy Rocket, and Missile Artillery

Planning for the combat utilization of atomic, heavy rocket, and
missile artillery is carried out on specific enemy objectives, both
for firing with atomic amunition and ammunition with cocventicnal
charges. Planning for atomic strikes by artillery is especially
important. It consists be.sically of the designation of enemy
objectives to be destroyed by an atcaic strike and the timing of its
delivery, the allocation of objectives among atnic, heavy rocket,
and missile artillery, the selection of an appropriate stomic
charge (yield of the projectile), determination of the ground zero
(epitsentr) of the burst and safe distance for friendly troops, type
and height of the buret (for an air burst), and also the determination
of expected eney losses resulting from the atomic strikes.

The moet important condition of correct planning of atomic strikes
is a careful analysis of the objectives selected for destruction by
atcodc ammunition. The object of this analysis is to determine the
characteristics of a given objective, which in turn vill determine
its degree of vulnerability t6 the action of the various destructive
fac.ors of an attnic burst, and in accordance with this, to select
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the necessary quat- and yie of atoni c ammun:tion, fix the grcund
zero, type ard height o' u .t (:ursts j, and tin:? of delivery of the
atonic s.rike .

To achie-c this, it is necessary to know the nature, dimensions;
and configuration of the ^te:tives, their exact location, the nature
of the terrain at the location of the cbecttve. the nature and degree
of engineer preparation, ani the probable length of stay in the given
area of disposition.

On the basis of the missions which are assigned to the atomic,
heavy rocket, and missile artillery during ar ar-y offensive operation,
its min objectives for detruciot:n could be: the enemy's means of
atomic attack, manpower anA fire means in defense areas (strongpointa ),
reserves, commsnd poets, important radar centers, airfields, rail
centers, loading and unlcading stations, supply points, warehouses,
end other important objectives of the operational rear.

Let us examine briefly the characteriEtics of acme of the Most
probably enemy objectives.

Atomic artillery, depending on its assigned missions, my occupy
firing positions at a distance of 7-12 kms fro che main line of
resistance of friendly troops (203.2--mm guns - 7 to 9 kms, 280-=
guns - 9 to 12 kma).

Battalions (divizion) of atomic artillery, as a rule, occupy
firing positio.s by battery. The intervals between batteries my be:
in battalions of 2 03.2--mm guns - 800-1000 n; in battalions of
280-n. guns - 3 kms ad ebove.

Battalicnf (or batteries) of free rockets of the "Honest John"
type, before npening fire, are ilually located in waiting areas set
up at a distance of 3-11 kos frc the firing positions. Firing
positions (two-three and are) are set up in the zone of operations
of an army corps (divtsion ), rot nearer than 8 kms from the u=in
line of resistance of friendly troops. As a rule, a battalion
occupies an area of 1000 X 1500 m, a firing battery - 1000 X 600 m.
A firing battery, operating independently, ay occupy an area
1000 X 1000 m., a firing platoon (vzvod) acting independently of
the battery - 500 X 600 m., and a firing section (sektsiya) -
200 X 600 m.

Launch sites of guided missiles of the "Corpc'al" type are set
up in the defense at a distance of 0-60 kms from the min line of
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resistance. Taking into account the location of the radlotechni al

equipment, the commrand post, the depot for charges, and the parking
spaces for motor vehicles, firinig batteries occupy an aree of

1500 X 2000 m. Launebers and radlotechnical equipment for launch

control ere located in an area of about 1 km2 .

Subunits of atmcic artillery and of launchers of the "Honest

John" and "Corporal" types are usually located in wraiting areas and

occupy firing Xlaunch) positions immediately before firing.

Firing positions of a battalion of guided missiles of the

"Redstone type, located at a distance of 80 kms and above from the
main line of resistance occupy an area of not less then 4 kme2 .

launch pads of "Wtador" cruise missiles are located at a distance
of 60-lo km from the main line of resistence and occupy an area of

up to 15 kze 2 (4-5 along the front, 3-4 kms in depth). The launching
zone usually includes pads for launchers, storage areas for the cruise
missiles, radar stations for guidance, and shelters for personnel.

At a distance -of- 2-3 kms -from the launching zone is a preparation
zone measuring 1-1.5 kms by 1.5-2 kms, which includes pads for
assembling and ch ciking the cruise missiles, storage depots, etc.

Launch sites of "Nike" antiaircraft guided missile battalions
include l firing peds and radar equipment positions. The site of
a battery occupies an area of up to 1-1.5 k=s2 and is located at a

distance of 10-20 kms from the rin line of resistance and deeper.

The battle group in defense occupies an area of 3.o-5.4 kms
along the front and 2.5-4.5 kms in depth, in which are located the
company defense areas and fire means of the group (the latter as a

rule outside the company 'defense areas).

The company defense area (copany strongpoint) occupies an
area of 1-1.5 kms 2 (1300 % 1000 m) and is provided with trenches,
communication trenches, and shelters of the field type. The gaps
along the front between company defense areas may reach 1000 m.
The second line of company defense areas is set up at a distance
of 3 -4 kms from the first.

Divisicoal (divizionny) reserves (one or two battle groups, a
tank battalion) are located at a distance of 15-2 kms from the main
line of resietence each one in an area of 2-4 kIms.

Corps reserves (an infantry cr armored division-diriziya ) are
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located at a distance of 50-60 kms, and ary reserves (up to an army
corps) - at a distance of up to 150 kms from the min line of resistance.

A division (infantry and armored) occupies bn area of up to
100-150 kmS2 and is located in dispersed order by battle groaps
(battalions -batalon); the distance between then my reach 3-4 kmns.

Concentration areas of reserves are usually provided Frith
field-type installations (slit trenches, open trenches, blindages,
etc.)

Cormnd posts of divisions, corps and field armies are located
in areas of 1-2 kms2 having, as a rule. a high degree of enbineer
preparation. The distances of. ccmnnd poets frcEn the min line of
resistance are as follows: infantry divisions - 15-25 kms, army -

corps - 40-50 kms, field yry - 90-120 kms.

Airfields occupy large areas. Their size reaches 12-16 ka3 2

far fighter-bomber aircraft. Aiming at dispersal, the America-3
propose to base r.ot more than 1-2 squadrons on each airfield. As a
rule an airfield has a runway, squadron aircraft stands at a distance
of 2-2.5 kms from each other, shelters for personnel, storage depots
for fuel and lubricants (goryucheye t smazochnoye maalo -- GSK) and
amnition. The data given in brief analyses (kherakteristika) of
objectives certainly do not give the exhaustive target analysis which
is carried out durina the planning of artillery fire. In e ch concrete
case a number of other questions my arise which are of importance
for assessing a given target as an objective for an atomic strike.

After the analysis of the objective it is possible to determine
all the necessary data for destroying it by an etcoic strike.

Choice of Atomic Asnunition for Destroying
Enemy Objectives

The required yield of an atomic charge is determined according
to the nature and dimensions of the target, the required degree of
destruction of the target, and also by the accuracy of fire of the
system designated for destroying a given target (the dispersin and
accuracy of preparation for firing).

It is always necessary to strive frr achieving certain destruction
of the target with one shot.

Determining the required yield of an atomic charge for the certain
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destruction of a shl (point) target with one shot nwy e carrTed
out by the following means:

1. Work out the required radius of the destruction zone ZN
(zone porazheniya) of an atomic burst which would ensure the certain
destruction of the target with on- shot, by the following formula:

R _3 Yp 
((1)

Where V is the greater cslculated probable error : or V (if
V then . if Vthen . _ )

The degree of probable error is determined according to tables
drawn up for the particular type of shell (missile) or according to
the formulae:

V~ - , V2 %2 (2)

2(2)

2. By the size of the required radius of the destruction zone
REN one determines the necessary atomic charge required for the

sie and nature of the target, by using the Manuai on the C.nbet
Properties of Atomic Wee , figures 114, 115, 116, 117 or previously
prepared tables (Table 1 .1

Characteristics of Zones of Destructioii for
Shells with Special Charges (for air burst ).

Yield of projectiles in thousand T.

TARGETS 7 10 15 20 30 40

Personnel in the 1 1.0 1.60 1.85 2.101 2.0
open 5.72 7 10 p.5 1

Personnel in 0.821 0 1.00 1.10 1 1.
trenches 2.1 2.54 3.14 T3. 4.91 .
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Personnel it 0.68 0.74 0 1.10
tands ~T 1~7 2,16 2.54 3. ~

Personnel in 0.8 0.04 0 0.5 4 0.60 0.6
linde-es 0.45 ~01 0.75 0-T2 113 33

Pereonnel in shel- 0.32 0.36 0.40 0.44 0. OO.56
ters ~. 0.41 0.50 0~6T 0.7 0.

Heavy & medium
tanks & assault 03 0.43 0.0 0-4 0.60 0.68
guns 0.45 0.5 0.7 0.92 1-13 1~

Light tanks and 0.48 o.54 0.60 0.68 038 0.8
artillery 0.72 0.92 1.19 1-X5 1.91 -

Trucks 0.j6 1.10 1. 1.0 1.60 1.T
3.02 3'80 9-. 1 = T - 9.6b

Notes: 1. In the numerator - the radius of the zone R= (in km)

2. In the denminator - area of the zoce S (in kas2)

3. The table is mde up tn the basis of graphs contained
in the anual on the Combat Properties of Atomic Weapons.

Example. Target - an atomic cannon. Determine the yield of the
atomic charge required for the destruction of the target
with one shot, if the accuracy of fire is characterized
by probable errors - 0.2 kms, and Y - 0.25 ka.

Solution.

1. Since , Y then V :: 0.25 kms.

2. We substitute V : 0.25 kms in formula (1) and determine kNN-
3.0.25 - 0.75 -. --

3. By size RZ.: 0.75 kms we consult 'able 1 and determine that the
reuired. ' atomic charge is 30,000T.

-cent: These f a use both the Cyrillic and.
Roan alpbabets. Transliterated Cyrillic letters are underlined. For
an expination of these terms, see Department of the Army Tecbnical
Manual TH . 30-544, appendix IIS
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